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Abstract

In the scenario of expanding ride-sourcing, ridesplitting still struggles to attract cus-
tomers for everyday rides. However, most studies disregard passengers’ willingness to hire
ridesplitting while evaluating the service potential. Hence, we propose a simulation study
to evaluate the impacts of willingness to share on driver availability and trip measurements,
such as traveled times and distances. The investigation considered a simulated urban net-
work based on data from Shenzhen, China. Results indicate that higher willingness to share
increases the number of available drivers, whereas increases trip characteristics variability. In
summary, reducing relative variability is a path to attract more passengers for ridesplitting
services.
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1 Introduction

Companies use mobile applications connected through the internet to match drivers to source
rides. Due to the nature of their operations, these companies may be called Transportation
Network Companies (TNCs), but the service itself might be called ride-sourcing (and other
names in the literature), for instance [1]. Convenience, door-to-door rides, and low fares are
some advantages of these services. Nowadays, the most notorious TNCs in the U.S. are Uber
and Lyft, but many others operate around the globe as 99 (Brazil), Cabify (Spain, Portugal,
and Latin America), DiDi (China), Ola (India).

Such transportation services operating in an on-demand framework sound promising to im-
prove urban mobility and fight car ownership. Many TNCs offer, among the service options,
shared rides (called ridesplitting), trying to match passengers in a single trip. For TNCs and
drivers, this service may yield increased profits if it is capable of matching passengers and drivers
efficiently. For the passengers, this service presents a cheaper option with door-to-door rides
and no need to search for parking. In general, these services seem to have a positive impact on
economic efficiency [2].
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Due to the internet-based operations of TNCs, there are concerns over issues of data privacy
and security [2]. Rogers [3] adds other social costs, such as diminished safety and lack of
professional training. Several other concerns arise over ride-sourcing services, regarding their
pricing policy [4, 5], and competition issues with taxis (and public transit) [1, 6, 7, 8]. Although
appealing topics, they are outside the scope of this paper.

There has been a great effort to evaluate the benefits of ridesplitting. Santi et al. [9]
used taxi data from New York to show the potential benefits of shared rides using shareability
networks. Alonso-Mora et al. [4] improved the use of shareability networks to allow on-line
vehicle-passenger matching. Martinez et al. [10] used an agent-based simulation to show po-
tential fare and time savings for passengers without compromising driver revenues in Lisbon.
Stiglic et al. [11] shows how ride-sharing services may benefit from drivers and passengers with
higher flexibility in terms of departure time and detour allowance. One must acknowledge the
efforts in improving taxis dispatching [12, 13, 14], and in modeling shared taxis [15, 16]. Other
efforts aim ride-sharing systems [17, 18, 19, 20], pickup and delivery problems [21, 22], and,
more specifically, dial-a-ride problems [23, 24, 25].

However, most of these studies disregard passengers’ willingness to hire these shared rides.
Li et al. [26], for instance, found that only 6-7% of travelers hired ridesplitting services, and
90% of them consist of rides shared by two passengers, at most. The remaining of the travelers
preferred to ride alone. Some of the reasons pointed out as causes for the low adoption of
ridesplitting services are travel time reliability and deviations/detours. Ridesplitting passengers
would require considerable extra time to ensure on-time arrivals at destinations. Detours made
passengers face longer travel times and lower speeds than ride-hailing options. Hence, although
the potential of ridesplitting (and its peers) is high, passengers are reluctant to hire such service,
compromising the envisioned benefits.

In face of such antitheses, how passengers’ willingness to share poses as an obstacle to
ridesplitting? To answer this question, we propose a simulation study to evaluate the impacts
of willingness to share on driver availability and trip measurements, such as traveled times and
distances. The investigation considered a simulated urban network based on Shenzhen, China.
The traffic accounts for private vehicles and ride-sourcing vehicles. Computation of traveling
speeds used a Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) for the network [27].

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the simulation, its entities, and their
interactions. Section 3 presents the key findings for this study. Finally, Section 4 shows some
closing remarks and directions for further research.

2 Simulation Description

Four different entity classes populate the simulation environment: private vehicles (PVs), waiting
passengers (WPs), traveling passengers (TPs), and ride-sourcing vehicles (RSVs). Each of the
classes has properties to define them, as shown in Table 1.

Private Vehicles may enter and leave the system. Waiting Passengers are the entities that
were not served yet by a ride-sourcing vehicle. They can hire either ridesplitting or ride-hailing
services. Once inside the vehicle, waiting passengers become traveling passengers.

The central entity of the simulation is the ride-sourcing vehicle, which is responsible for
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Table 1: Nomenclature of tuple elements for each entity.
Entity Notation Description

PV i Identification
atpvi Arrival time

opvi Origin

dpvi Destination

rdpvi Remaining distance

WP j Identification
atwp

j Arrival time

owp
j Origin

dwp
j Destination

wtswp
j Willingness to share

drwp
j Assigned driver ID

TP j Identification

pttpj Pick-up time

otpj Origin

dtpj Destination

wtstpj Willingness to share

drtpj Assigned driver ID

dttpj Distance traveled

RSV k Identification
lRSV
k Last known location

cdRSV
k Current destination

rdRSV
k Remaining distance to the current destination

npRSV
k Number of passengers inside the vehicle

pRSV
k ID of assigned passengers

picking-up and delivering passengers according to their preferences. They also may assume
different states depending on their current activity (Fig. 1A).

A Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) represents the traffic congestion and computes
the average speeds in the network as a function of the accumulation of private vehicles and ride-
sourcing vehicles. The MFD used on Shenzhen is an approximation based on the free-flow
speeds obtained in Ji et al. [28], and the MFD for Yokohama, Japan, found in Geroliminis and
Daganzo [27]. We assumed that congestion is homogeneous in the region. Eq. [1] shows the
accumulation-speed relationship.
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Figure 1: (A) RSV activity flow framework. (B) E-hailing and ridesplitting trip scheme. The
‘i-i’ trip refers to an e-hailing trip from otpi to dtpi . The ‘jji’ trip refers to a ridesplitting trip
that will deliver passenger j first, and then passenger i. The ‘j-i-j’ trip refers to a ridesplitting
trip that will deliver passenger i, and then passenger j.

v(n) =


36e(

29
600

m), if m ≤ 36

6.31− 0.28(m− 36), if 36 < m ≤ 60

0, if m > 60

, where m ≡ n
1000 (1)

Ride-sourcing vehicles perform different activities. Fig. 1A shows how they change their
states during the simulation according to the activities they perform. Their routes follow the
shortest path (Floyd-Warshall algorithm). When evaluating a ridesplitting match (a vehicle
with one passenger matches with a second passenger), two types of trip schemes arise. Fig. 1B
illustrates both types of trips (‘j-i-j’ and ‘j-j-i’ trips) and direct route (‘i-i’ trip).

Matching waiting passengers and ride-sourcing vehicles requires a few conditions fulfilled.
Waiting passengers cannot wait more than 1 minute for an assignment. The ride-sourcing vehicle
must be less than 10 minutes far from the passenger (∆) at the moment of the assignment. If a
passenger cannot find a driver, it will then drive a private vehicle (in this way, the total number
of completed passenger trips is the same across all simulations). Finally, the closest ride-sourcing
vehicle that fulfills all requirements is assigned to the passenger. Note that we do not claim that
this is an optimized assignment process.

Performing ridesplitting must fulfill other conditions. Firstly, both passengers must be willing
to share their rides. Secondly, the waiting time conditions to match a waiting passenger apply
(Eq. [2]). In the ‘j-i-j’ trip from Fig. 1B, it is not allowed to add more than maximum relative
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detour (Ω) to the traveling passenger’s trip distance. Thus, the detour of picking-up the waiting
passenger ‘j’ must be acceptable for the traveling passenger ‘i’ (Eq. [3]); the same applies to
passenger ‘j’ (Eq. [4]). Finally, for the other pick-drop sequence (‘j-j-i’ trip in Fig. 1B), the
detour of picking-up and delivering passenger ‘j’ must be acceptable for passenger ‘i’ (Eq. [5]).
Note that, in this sequence, there is no detour for passenger ‘j’. The simulation considers the
distance between two points (p(·, ·)), the distance traveled by a traveling passenger (td(·)), and
current speed (v(tclock)) to compute the conditions of Eqs. [2–5]. If both ridesplitting trips
(‘j-i-j’ and ‘j-j-i’) are possible, the simulation always chooses the shortest one.

p(lRSV
k , owp

j ) ≤ v(tclock) ·∆ (2)

td(i) + p(lRSV
k , owp

j ) + p(owp
j , dtpi ) ≤ p(otpi , dtpi ) · (1 + Ω) (3)

p(owp
j , dtpi ) + p(dtpi , dwp

j ) ≤ p(owp
j , dwp

j ) · (1 + Ω) (4)

td(i) + p(lRSV
k , owp

j ) + p(owp
j , dwp

j ) + p(dwp
j , dtpi ) ≤ p(otpi , dtpi ) · (1 + Ω) (5)

3 Computational Results

In this section, we present results of our simulations evaluating various willingness to share (from
0% to 90% every 30%), and different maximum detours (20% and 50% for relative detours and
1.5km and 6km for absolute detours) at a fixed operating fleet for ride-sourcing service. The
analyses comprise the accessibility of ridesplitting and ride-sourcing services and trip character-
istics.

Experiments used a simulated network based on Shenzhen’s central area. The data comprises
most of the Futian and the Luohu Districts in Shenzhen, the location of the Central Business
District. Shenzhen is immediately north of Hong Kong, in the southern province of Guangdong.
Due to a fast growth period, the population was close to 11 million in 2014 [28].

Fig. 2 compares the number of available vehicles for ride-hailing (single trips) and ridesplit-
ting (shared trips) services under different willingness to share. Note that fewer vehicles are
available to ride-hailing than ridesplitting. Some compelling results raise when willingness to
share is 90%. Approximately, one-third of the fleet is available for ridesplitting at the peak-hour.
The benefits extend to ride-hailing as well, making vehicles available at the peak-hour.

One of the complaints raised in Li et al. [26] for passengers’ refusal to hire ridesplitting is
travel time reliability. Most of the literature evaluating ride-sourcing services considers maxi-
mum detours in minutes [4, 9, 10], usually. However, we can observe in Fig. 3 how the trip
characteristics change for different maximum detours. Indeed, traveled distances and times ex-
perience higher variability when more passengers hire ridesplitting services for both methods
of maximum detour computation. In the case that the TNC wants to increase the chances of
matching ridesplitting passengers through enlarging detours, variability is increased.

On the other hand, the column on the left-hand side of Fig. 4 reveals that the methods for
computing maximum detours have a low impact on the chances of matching. However, short
trips experience longer detours than themselves, for cases with fixed maximum detours. Thus,
the detour policy is more significant than the willingness-to-share to determine the deviation
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Figure 2: Timely vehicle availability for ride-sourcing services under different willingness to
share.

from a passenger’s original path. In general, the moment users’ willingness to share rises, it
also becomes easier to match them, increasing matching ‘efficiency’ (in terms of the fraction of
matches from the pool of passengers). In this direction, the higher ‘efficiency’ may compensate
the possible issues from limiting detours (to improve travel time reliability).

Previous results indicate that a change in the maximum detour computation during the
matching process might be influential in improving travel time reliability while maintaining the
number of matched trips. Recall that the matching algorithm searches for the closest available
vehicle, and, thus, is not an optimization algorithm per se aiming to maximize the number of
matched trips nor minimize traveled distances.

4 Final Considerations

Ridesplitting shows the potential to improve urban mobility but struggles to convince users to
adopt it for their daily activities. In this scenario, we investigated how passengers’ attitude
towards such service poses a challenge to obtain the envisioned benefits. The paper aimed to
evaluate the impacts of willingness to share on driver availability and trip measurements, such as
traveled times and distances. The investigation considered a simulated urban network based on
data from Shenzhen, China. Four entities compose the simulation. Their interactions replicate
those from a ride-sourcing service that allows for ridesplitting within a congested network with
private vehicles.

Our results indicate that, on the one hand, a higher willingness to share increases the number
of available drivers for ride-sourcing services, in general. On the other hand, it may increase
trip characteristics variability. One could point a trade-off between limiting detours (which de-
creases relative variation on traveled distances) and maximizing matching ‘efficiency’. However,
‘efficiency’ does not drop as considerably as variability (in relative terms), suggesting that TNCs
may try to improve travel time reliability as a path to attract more passengers for ridesplitting
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Figure 3: Statistical analysis on trip characteristics for different detours allowances.
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Figure 4: Matching efficiency and extra traveled distances.
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services.
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